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Observing in the Computational Basis 
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A n-qubit register can be found in a superposition of all the 2n possible bit strings:  
 
 
When we describe the state of a multi-qubit quantum memory register as a 
superposition of its possible bit-string configurations, we say the state is 
represented in the computational basis. 

The most common measurement in quantum computing is to measure a set of 
qubits “in the computational basis”, where the spin orientation of each qubit in the 
quantum memory register is measured along an axis parallel to the z-axis of the 
Bloch sphere, which is the axis passing through North and South poles.  
 
Each qubit will be found to be aligned or anti-aligned with the z-axis, with “spin-up” 
(i.e., in state      ) or “spin-down” (i.e., in state      ) respectively. 
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Complete Readout 

Consider a 3-qubit quantum memory register that initially is in the state: 

For convenience imagine labeling the leftmost qubit A, the middle qubit B, and the 
rightmost qubit C. The probabilities of obtaining the eight distinct triples of values 
when three qubits are read in the computational basis are: 
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Partial Readout 
Consider again the 3-qubit quantum memory register that initially is in the state: 
 

Suppose we measure only the middle qubit, B, and find it to be in state      .  

This measurement projects the qubits into a form that constrains the middle qubit to be    , 

but leaves the other 2 qubits indeterminate (since neither qubits A nor C were measured).  

Moreover, the resulting state must still be properly normalized. Hence, after the 

measurement, the state of the 3-qubit memory register is: 

After a partial measurement survive only terms from the initial state of the register that 
contain the measured qubit state. Bit strings without the measured qubit state are 
omitted.  
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Alternative Bases 

A basis for an n-qubit quantum memory register is any complete orthonormal set of 
eigenstates where any n-qubit state can be written as a superposition of states 
taken from this set only . 

Rotations of the single 
computational basis states 
are unitary transformations 
of the computational basis 
states       and      . 
 

The Bell basis is defined 
over entangled 2-qubit 
states. 

Typical bases for 2-qubit quantum memory register. 
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How the eigenvectors in the two bases are related? 

 Rotations in computational basis are represented with a unitary operator:  

An operator, U, of this form is a unitary matrix that induces the following mapping between the 
“a”-basis (column vector) and the “b”-basis (column vector): 

Thus a given state        can be written in either the “a”-basis or the “b”-basis as: 

where the amplitudes αi and βj are given by the inner products: 

βj amplitudes can be expressed in terms of αi amplitudes and the unitary matrix elements : 
=I 

and  



Change of Basis for a State (vector) and for an Operator (observable)  
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A unitary transformation U between the Diagonal and computational bases for a state vector is: 
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An observable for some property of an n-qubit system is represented by a 2n × 2n  dimensional 
Hermitian matrix:                , and so the eigenvalues        of      are real numbers for the set of its 
eigenvectors            : 

Repeated measurements on several preparations of the state        give an average value that 
is always a real number: 

where                      should be described with respect to the same basis. 

Change of Basis for an Operator      , given initially in the “a”-basis, is expressed by a “similarity  
matrix transformation” in the “b”-basis :                  

An operator in the “a”-basis  transforms into the 
“b”-basis with a similarity matrix transformation: 
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       Observing in an Arbitrary Basis 

A given quantum state does not have a unique interpretation: any state—even the 
state of a quantum memory register—can be pictured as different superposition 
states over different bases. 

Measuring the state of a qubit 
initially in state                  along 
an axis passing through states 
|ψ and | corresponds to 
measuring the qubit in the  basis 
                      . 
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             Problems with Solutions 

Problem #1  
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             Problems with Solutions 

Problem #2  
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             Problems with Solutions 

Problem #3  

Problem #4  

The density operator ρ or density matrix is a positive semidefinite operator on a Hilbert space 
with unit trace. An operator is positive semidefinite if it is hermitian and none of its real 
eigenvalues are less than zero.  
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             Problems with Solutions - Density Operators  

Problem #5  

The state of a quantum-mechanical system is characterized by a density operator ρ with trρ = 1. 
 The expectation value of an observable A, determined in an experiment as the average value 
<A> is given by <A> = tr(A ρ).  
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             Problems with Solutions - Density Operators  

Problem #5  
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             Problems with Solutions - Density Operators  

Problem #6  

Also 


